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The case of Mr. G, presented by Craig D. Blinderman, MD, raises a number of interesting ethical issues.1
I wish to examine some of these that are related to surrogacy. In this case, Ms K was the daughter Mr. G did
not choose to be his health agent. Nevertheless, Ms K represents her desire to stop aggressive treatment as
being consistent with her father’s treatment preferences — a substituted judgment. Ms G, the Orthodox
Jewish daughter chosen by Mr. G to be his agent, states that her decision to continue treatments is based on
her beliefs and Jewish law. This healthcare agent’s decision-making method does not conform to the accepted hierarchy of standards: known wishes, substituted judgments, and best interests. It also appears consistent with evidence suggesting that religiosity is associated with surrogate decisions to over treat.2
Ms G is obviously the legally empowered decision maker, but which of these two daughters is the most
ethically appropriate surrogate decision maker? To assess this, a number of questions need to be asked and
issues raised. We do not know Mr. G’s religious values and treatment preferences (beyond Ms K’s representation of the latter). We know little about the parental and sibling relationships in this family, and we do not
know which, if either, daughter has a good understanding of Mr. G’s wishes. At the time Mr. G assigned
proxy authority, what was his level of cognitive functioning? Was he aware that when he designated one
daughter as health agent, he legally excluded his other one from participating in decisions and was this his
intention? Did Mr. G base his selection of agent on one of several common misapprehensions, such as the
agent should be the one most geographically accessible or the eldest of the siblings? Was Ms G Orthodox in
her personal religious practices at the time Mr. G appointed her as his health agent and was he aware of this?
These and other concerns would need elucidation in evaluating the ethical fitness of Mr. G’s surrogate.
For this discussion, let us assume that Ms G is in fact making an appropriate substituted judgment and
that her decisions are made based on her personally held values and religious requirements. Ms G’s approach
to decision making is not all that unusual. Evidence suggests that many patients and surrogates do not
necessarily follow the normative cascade of decision-making standards.3 In fact, many patients value trust
over accuracy in decisions; many patients prefer that their surrogates exercise judgment in response to actual
clinical situations even if decisions depart from expressed wishes; and many patients accept surrogate deci-
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sions based on both medical and nonmedical considerations, including the welfare and well-being of their
family member-surrogates.4
It is likely that Mr. G knew of his daughter’s Orthodox Jewish commitment, and perhaps, he selected Ms
G because of it. Mr. G may have understood this daughter to be more deeply committed than her secular
sister to an obligation in Jewish moral life that is held as primary: kivod av v’em — honoring one’s father and
mother. This obligation, which is rooted in the fifth of the Ten Commandments, would require Ms G to
provide for her father’s physical needs, to attend to his dignity, and to act with a respectful attitude or spirit,
even at great personal sacrifice.5 Mr. G’s confidence in his daughter’s filial piety would be an ethically
appropriate basis to respect her decision-making authority.
Perhaps Mr. G selected Ms G as his agent not because he thought that she would best represent his
medical concerns, but for another reason. A Jewish imperative is shalom bayit, that is, maintaining peace and
harmony in one’s home or family. Not uncommonly, in Jewish families, significant compromises are made
to ensure domestic tranquility. It is possible that choosing Ms K as the proxy would have been more disruptive to the family dynamic than choosing Ms G, even though Ms K would better represent Mr. G’s medical
preferences. This is a trade-off that Mr. G may have made intentionally and willingly.
On a different tack, what is the patient’s responsibility in assigning proxy authority? For purposes of
discussion, let’s assume that Mr. G empowered his Orthodox daughter to be his health agent and also left
instructions in an advance directive that she should make decisions according to his secular ethics. Is it fair
for the patient to place his daughter in the position of choosing between violating her personal morals and
stepping back from participating in her father’s care? Conversely, what is the health agent’s responsibility?
May an agent apply any moral code to decisions? For instance, a semi-estranged daughter returns from Asia
as a practicing Buddhist to care for her now-demented father. Is it permissible for her to base decisions on her
religious convictions, since she knows little about her father’s, or should she proceed in decision making
using a more generic ethics?
Is it appropriate for Ms G to apply her Orthodox Jewish religious requirements to decisions on her
father’s behalf? By virtue of her Orthodoxy, she is likely operating under a different set of assumptions about
autonomy and decision making than are the members of the health team. In American secular ethics, the
principal of autonomy is generally viewed as prima facie, if not frequently inviolate. However, in traditional
Jewish ethics, autonomy is not understood as absolute ownership of one’s body and life, but instead mere
stewardship of that which belongs to God. Moreover, respect for persons comes from the view that humans
are created in God’s image. Although Judaism accepts the notion of free will, Judaism also understands that
a Jew’s choices are bounded by the laws of Torah, and therefore Jewish law prohibits Jewish patients from
making decisions contrary to halacha.6 To illustrate, in secular ethics, it is permissible to decline a curative
or life-saving treatment based on a patient’s determination that his or her quality of life is poor. Jewish ethics
would essentially prohibit such an “autonomous” choice.
The case of Mr. G illustrates the multilayered ambiguities commonplace in clinical ethics generally and
in surrogacy specifically, as well, and the sorts of issues clinical ethics consultants must tease apart. Moreover, it highlights the profound role religion plays in the lives of many people and underscores the importance for health professionals to recognize, understand, and address the role of religion in health, illness, and
family, and to work with clergy for the good of the patient and family.
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